THE CONGREGATION BETH SHALOM DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER SERIES PRESENTS

DR. JUDEA PEARL

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 2, 2008 at 8 p.m.

A PORTION OF THE PROCEEDS WILL FUND CBS’ RELIGIOUS SCHOOL SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Dr. Pearl discusses his award-winning book…

“I am Jewish”

The father of slain Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl, and founder of the Daniel Pearl Foundation, comes to Santa Clarita to celebrate the life of his son.

Dr. Pearl will speak about:
- the ideological war on terror
- being Jewish in the post 9/11 era, and
- the exploration of common ground between Jews, Christians and Muslims

Dr. Pearl is one of the foremost experts in artificial intelligence and the science of reasoning, and is currently a Professor of Computer Science and Director of the Cognitive Systems Laboratory at UCLA. He is also President of the Daniel Pearl Foundation (www.danielpearl.org), which he co-founded in April 2002 “to continue Daniel’s life-work of dialogue and understanding and to address the root causes of his tragedy.”

The Daniel Pearl Foundation sponsors journalism fellowships aimed at promoting honest reporting and East-West understanding, organizes worldwide concerts that promote inter-cultural respect, and sponsors public dialogues between Jews and Muslims to explore common ground and air grievances.

EXTREMELY LIMITED SEATING. ORDER TODAY!

SANTA CLARITA PATRON PACKAGES: include best Reserved Seats; an autographed copy of I am Jewish: Personal Reflections Inspired by the Last Words of Daniel Pearl, winner of the 2004 National Jewish Book Award for Anthologies, co-edited by Dr. Pearl and his wife, Ruth Pearl; plus an exclusive pre-show wine and cheese reception attended by Dr. Pearl. $120.00 – available in limited quantity.

RESERVED SEATING: $50.00

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION CONTACT CONGREGATION BETH SHALOM

CALL MARY at (661) 254-2411

Autographed copies of I am Jewish: Personal Reflections Inspired by the Last Words of Daniel Pearl, will be available for purchase. Please note Dr. Pearl’s autograph will not be available in any other fashion.

GOLD SPONSORS

PRODUCED BY

MEDIA SPONSORS

RSVP – JUDEA PEARL EVENT TICKET RESERVATION FORM

NAME ____________________________

PHONE ____________________________ EMAIL ____________________________

- NUMBER OF PATRON SEATS AT $120.00 EACH: ________________

- NUMBER OF RESERVED SEATS AT $50.00 EACH: ________________

I AUTHORIZE PAYMENT BY CREDIT CARD: ____ VISA ____ MASTERCARD

NAME ON CARD ____________________________ CARD NO. ____________________________ EXP. ________________

SIGNATURE ____________________________